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Abstract
The pants graph has proved to be influential in understanding 3-manifolds concretely. This stems from a quasi-
isometry between the pants graph and the Teichmu¨ller space with the Weil-Petersson metric. Currently, all estimates
on the quasi-isometry constants are dependent on the surface in an undiscovered way. This paper starts effectivising
some constants which begins the understanding how relevant constants change based on the surface. We do this by
studying the hyperbolicity constant of the pants graph for the five-punctured sphere and the twice punctured torus.
The hyperbolicity constant of the relative pants graph for complexity 3 surfaces is also calculated. Note, for higher
complexity surfaces, the pants graph is not hyperbolic or even strongly relatively hyperbolic.
1 Introduction
The pants graph has been instrumental in understanding Teichmu¨ller space. This is because the pants graph is quasi-
isometric to Teichmu¨ller space equipped with the Weil-Petersson metric [Bro03]. Brock and Margalit used pants
graphs to show that all isometries of Teichmu¨ller space with the Weil-Petersson metric arise from the mapping class
group of the surface [BM07]. This relationship was also used to classify for which surfaces the associated Teichmu¨ller
space is hyperbolic. The relationship between the pants graph and Teichmu¨ller space has been used to study volumes
of 3-manifolds [Bro03,Bro03b]. In particular, it has been used to relate volumes of the convex core of a hyperbolic 3-
manifold to the distance of two points in Teichmu¨ller space. It has also related the volume of a hyperbolic 3-manifold
arising from a psuedo-Anosov element in the mapping class group to the translation length of the psuedo-Anosov
element as applied to the pants graph. Both of these relations have constants which depend on the surface; this paper
is the start of effectivising those constants. Notice Aougab, Taylor, and Webb have some effective bounds on the
quasi-isometry bounds, however even these still depend on the surface in a way that is unknown [ATW].
Let Sg,p be a surface with genus g and p punctures. We define the complexity of a surface to be ξ(Sg,p) = 3g+p−3.
Brock and Farb have shown that the pants graph is hyperbolic if and only if the complexity of the surface is less than
or equal to 2 [BF06]. Brock and Masur showed that in a few cases the pants graph is strongly relatively hyperbolic,
specifically when ξ(S) = 3 [BM08]. Even though hyperbolicity is well studied for the pants graph, the hyperbolicity
constants associated with the pants graph or the relative pants graph is not. In addition to having a further understanding
of the quasi-isometry mentioned above and all of its applications, actual hyperbolicity constants are useful in answering
questions about asymptotic time complexity of certain algorithms, especially those involving the mapping class group.
More speculatively, estimates on hyperbolicity constants may be crucial to effectively understand the virtual fibering
conjecture, which relates the geometry of the fiber to the geometry of the base surface. The focus of this paper is to
find hyperbolicity constants for the pants graph and relative pants graph, when these graphs are hyperbolic.
Theorem (c.f. Theorem 3.2). For a surface S = S0,5, S1,2, P(S) is 2, 691, 437-thin hyperbolic.
Computing the asymptotic translation lengths of an element in the mapping class group on P(S) is a question
explored by Irmer [Irm15]. Bell and Webb have an algorithm that answers this question for the curve graph [BW16].
Combining the works of Irmer, and Bell and Webb, one could conceivably come up with an algorithm for asymptotic
translation lengths on P(S). In this case, the above Theorem would put a bound on the run-time of the algorithm in
the cases that S = S0,5, S1,2.
We now turn our attention to the relatively hyperbolic cases.
Theorem (c.f. Theorem 4.2). For a surface S = S3,0, S1,3, S0,6, Prel(S) is 2, 606, 810, 489-thin hyperbolic.
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Figure 1
To show both of our main theorems, we construct a family of paths that is very closely related to hierarchies,
introduced in [MM00]. We show that this family of paths satisfies the thin triangle condition which, by a theorem of
Bowditch, allows us to conclude the whole space is hyperbolic [Bow14]. A key tool used throughout is the Bounded
Geodesic Image Theorem [MM00]. This theorem allows us to control the length of geodesics in subspaces.
This method cannot be made to generalize to pants graphs in general since any pants graph of a surface with
complexity higher than 3 is not strongly relatively hyperbolic [BM08]. Although, this method may be able to be used
for other graphs which are variants on the pants graph.
One might consider approaching this problem by finding the sectional curvature of Teichmu¨ller space and using
the quasi-isometry to inform on the hyperbolicity constant of the pants graph. If the sectional curvature is bounded
away from zero, one can relate the curvature of the space to the hyperbolicity constant of the space. However, the
sectional curvature of Teichmu¨ller sapce is not bounded away from zero [Hua07]. Therefore, this technique cannot be
used.
Acknowledgments: I would like to thank my advisor, Jeff Brock, for suggesting this problem, support, and helpful
conversations. I’d also like to thank Tarik Aougab and Peihong Jiang for helpful conversations.
2 Preliminaries
2.1 Hyperbolicity
Assume Γ is a connected graph which we equip with the metric where each edge has length 1. We give two definitions
of a graph being hyperbolic. A triangle in Γ is k-centered if there exists a vertex c ∈ Γ such that c is distance≤ k from
each of its three sides. Γ is k-centered hyperbolic if all geodesic triangles (triangles whose edges are geodesics) are
k-centered. We say a triangle in Γ is δ-thin if each side of the triangle is contained in the δ-neighborhood of the other
two sides for some δ ∈ R. A graph is δ-thin hyperbolic if all geodesic triangles are δ-thin. Note that δ-thin hyperbolic
and k-centered hyperbolic are equivalent up to a linear factor [ABC+91].
Lemma 2.1. If Γ is k-centered hyperbolic then Γ is 4k-thin hyperbolic.
The following proof is very similar to the proof of an existence of a global minsize of triangles implies slim
triangles in [ABC+91] (Proposition 2.1).
Proof. We denote [a, b] as a geodesic between a and b; if c ∈ [a, b] then [a, c] or [c, b] refers to the subpath of [a, b]
with c as one of the endpoints. Consider the triangle xyz and assume it is k-centered. Let p be the centered point and
x′ be the point on the edge [y, z] closest to p. Similarly define y′ and z′. Suppose there is a point t ∈ [x, z′] such that
d(t, [x, y′]) > 2k. Let u be the point in [t, z′] nearest to t such that d(u, u′) = 2k for some point u′ ∈ [x, y′], see
Figure 1.
Consider the geodesic triangle uu′x. There exists points a, b, and c on the three sides of uu′x that are less than
or equal to k away from some point q, see Figure 1. Since a ∈ [x, u], by assumption a does not lie in [t, u] and
d(u, a) ≤ 4k. So d(t, u′) ≤ 4k or d(t, c) ≤ 4k, making the triangle xyz 4k-thin.
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Figure 2: These are the two elementary moves that form edges in P(S).
Bowditch shows, in [Bow14] Proposition 3.1, that we don’t always have to work with geodesic triangles to show
hyperbolicity of a graph.
Proposition 2.2 ([Bow14]). Given h ≥ 0, there exists δ ≥ 0 with the following property. Suppose that G is a
connected graph, and that for each x, y ∈ V (G), we have associated a connected subgraph, L(x, y) ⊂ G, with
x, y ∈ L(x, y). Suppose that:
1. for all x, y, z ∈ V (G),
L(x, y) ⊂ Nh(L(x, z) ∪ L(z, y))
and
2. for any x, y ∈ V (G) with d(x, y) ≤ 1, the diameter of L(x, y) in G is at most h.
Then G is δ-thin hyperbolic. In fact, we can take any δ ≥ (3m − 10h)/2, where m is any positive real number
satisfying
2h(6 + log2(m+ 2)) ≤ m.
2.2 Graphs
Let S = Sg,p be a surface where g is the genus and p is the number of punctures. We define ξ(Sg,p) = 3g + p − 3
and refer to ξ(Sg,p) as the complexity of Sg,p. When ξ(S) > 1 the curve graph of S, C(S), originally introduced by
Harvey in [Har81], is a graph whose vertices are homotopy classes of essential simple closed curves on S and there is
an edge between two vertices if the curves can be realized disjointly, up to isotopy. From here on when we talk about
curves we really mean a representative of the homotopy class of an essential, non-peripheral, simple closed curve.
When ξ(S) = 1, the definition of the curve graph is slightly altered in order to have a non-trivial graph: the vertices
have the same definition, but there is an edge between two curves if they have minimal intersection number. We can
similarly define the arc and curve graph, AC(S), where a vertex is either a homotopy class of curves or homotopy
class of arcs and the edges represent disjointness. This definition is the same for all surfaces such that ξ(S) > 0.
A related graph associated to a surface is the pants graph. We call a maximal set of disjoint curves on a surface
a pants decomposition. For ξ(S) ≥ 1 the pants graph, denoted P(S), of a surface S is a graph whose vertices are
homotopy classes of pants decompositions and there exists an edge between two pants decompositions if they are
related by an elementary move. Pants decompositions α and β differ by an elementary move if one curve, c, from α
can be deleted and replaced by a curve that intersects c minimally to obtain β, see Figure 2.
We equip both graphs with the metric where each edge is length 1. Then C(S) and P(S) are complete geodesic
metric spaces.
The hyperbolicity of these graphs have been studied before.
Theorem 2.3 ([HPW15]). For any hyperbolic surface S, C(S) is 17-centered hyperbolic.
Brock and Farb showed:
Theorem 2.4 ([BF06]). For any hyperbolic surface S, P(S) is hyperbolic if and only if ξ(S) ≤ 2.
3
Figure 3: What a hierarchy looks like in S0,5 or S1,2. Each edge represents a pants decomposition. The bottom gives
the path in P(S) the hierarchy makes.
2.3 Relative graphs
Let S be a hyperbolic surface such that ξ(S) ≥ 3. We say that a curve c ∈ C(S) is domain separating if S\c has two
components of positive complexity. Each domain separating curve c determines a set in P(S), Xc = {α ∈ P(S)|c ∈
α}. To form the relative pants graph, denoted Prel(S), we add a point pc for each domain separating curve and an
edge from pc to each vertex in Xc, where each edge has length 1. Effectively, we have made the set Xc have diameter
2 in the relative pants graph.
Brock and Masur have shown:
Theorem 2.5 ([BM08]). For S such that ξ(S) = 3, Prel(S) is hyperbolic.
2.4 Paths in the Pants Graph
Here we describe how we will get a path in P(S) if ξ(S) = 2 or Prel(S) if ξ(S) = 3. The paths for P(S) are
hierarchies and were originally introduced by Masur and Minsky in [MM00] (in more generality than we will use
here); the paths in Prel(S) are motivated by hierarchies.
Take two pants decompositions, α = {α0, α1} and β = {β0, β1}, in P(S) where S = S0,5 or S1,2. To create a
hierarchy between α and β first connect α0 and β0 with a geodesic path in C(S). This geodesic is referred to as the
main geodesic, gαβ = {α0 = g0, . . . , gn = β0}. For each gi, 0 ≤ i ≤ n, connect gi−1 to gi+1 by a geodesic, γi,
in C(S\gi), where g−1 = α1 and gn+1 = β1. The collection of all of these geodesics is a hierarchy between α and
β, generally pictured as in Figure 3. We often refer to the geodesic γi as the geodesics whose domain is C(S\gi) or
the geodesic connecting gi−1 and gi+1. We can turn a hierarchy into a path in P(S) by looked at all edges in turn, as
pictured in Figure 3. We will often blur the line between the hierarchy being a path in the pants graph or a collection
of geodesics - and refer to both as the hierarchy between α and β.
Let ξ(S) = 3. We make a path in Prel(S) using a similar technique. Take two pants decompositions in Prel(S),
α = {α0, α1, α2} and β = {β0, β1, β2}. Connect α0 to β0 with a geodesic gαβ in C(S), we still refer to this as the
main geodesic. For every non-domain separating curve w ∈ g, connect w−1 to w+1 with a geodesic, h, in C(S\w)
where w−1 and w+1 are the curves before and after w in g. If w = α0 then w−1 = α1 and if w = β0 then w+ = β1.
Now for each non-domain separating curve z ∈ h connect z−1 to z+1 with a geodesic in C(S\(w ∪ z)), where z−1
and z+1 are the curves before and after z in h. If z = w−1 then z−1 is the curve preceding w in the geodesic whose
domain is C(S\w−1). If z = w+1 then z+1 is the curve following w in the geodesic whose domain is C(S\w+1) (see
Figure 4 (top)).
We can get a path in Prel(S) by a similar process as before - going along each of the edges. Whenever we come
across a domain separating curve, c, where c is in the main geodesic or in a geodesic whose domain is C(S\w) where
w is in the main geodesic, we add in the point pc into the path before moving on. For an example see Figure 4. These
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Figure 4: The top represents part of a relative 3-archy for a surface with complexity 3. Here we assume g52 is domain
separating and all other curves are non-domain separating. The bottom gives the path in P(S) the relative 3-archy
makes; it is the part of the path that contains g5.
paths are relative 3-archies. As before, we will blur the line between the collection of geodesics and the path of a
relative 3-archy.
When discussing hierarchies (or relative 3-archies), subsurface projections of curves or geodesics are involved.
The following maps are to define what is meant by subsurface projections [MM00]. An essential subsurface is a
subsurface where each boundary component is essential.
LetP(X) be the set of subsets of X . For a set A we define f(A) = ∪a∈Af(a), for any map f . Take an essential,
non-annular subsurface Y ⊂ S. We define a map
φY : C(S) −→P(AC(Y ))
such that φY (a) is the set of arcs and curves obtained from a ∩ Y when ∂Y and a are in minimal position. Define
another map
ψY :P(AC(Y )) −→P(C(Y ))
such that if a is a curve, then ψY (a) = a, and if b is an arc, then ψY (b) is the union of the non-trivial components of
the regular neighborhood of (b ∩ Y ) ∪ ∂Y (see Figure 5).
Composing these two maps we define the map
piY : C(S) −→P(C(Y ))
c 7−→ ψY (φY (c))
We use this map to define distances in a subsurface: for any two sets A and B in C(S),
dY (A,B) = dY (piY (A), piY (B)).
We often refer to this as the distance in the subsurface Y .
The relationship between hierarchies and these maps give rise to some useful properties including the Bounded
Geodesic Image Theorem which was originally proven by Masur-Minsky [MM00].
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Figure 5: The neighborhood of (b ∩ Y ) ∪ ∂Y is shaded with ψY (b) outlined in red.
Theorem 2.6 (Bounded Geodesic Image Theorem). Let Y be a subsurface of S with ξ(Y ) 6= 3 and let g be a geodesic
segment, ray, or biinfinite line in C(S), such that piY (v) 6= ∅ for every vertex of v of g. There is a constantM depending
only on ξ(S) such that
diamY (g) ≤M.
It can be shown that M is at most 100 for all surfaces [Web14].
3 Hyperbolicity of Pants Graph for Complexity 2
In this section we explore the hyperbolicity constant for the pants graph of surfaces with complexity 2. Before we
state any results, some notation must be discussed. Throughout the paper we denote [a, b]Σ as a geodesic in C(Σ)
connecting a to b, for any surface Σ. If a geodesic satisfying this is contained in a hierarchy (or relative 3-archy, in
later sections) being discussed, [a, b]Σ denotes the geodesic in the hierarchy.
Theorem 3.1. For S = S0,5, S1,2, hierarchy triangles in P(S) are 8, 900-centered.
Proof. Let S = S0,5 or S1,2. Take three pants decompositions α = {α0, α1}, β = {β0, β1}, and γ = {γ0, γ1} in S.
Consider the triangle αβγ in P(S) where the edges are taken to be hierarchies instead of geodesics. There are three
cases:
1. All three main geodesics have a curve in common.
2. Any two of the main geodesics share a curve, but not the third.
3. None of the main geodesics have common curves.
In all three cases we will find a pants decomposition such that the hierarchy connecting this pants decomposition
to each edge in αβγ is less than 8, 900.
Case 1: Assume the main geodesics of all three edges share the curve v ∈ C(S). Define v−1αβ to be the curve on gαβ
preceding v and v+1αβ the curve on gαβ following v when viewing gαβ going from α0 to β0. Similarly define v
−1
αγ , v
+1
αγ ,
v−1βγ , and v
+1
βγ . See Figure 6.
We want to show the geodesics connecting v−1∗ to v
+1
∗ in C(S\v) are not too far apart in C(S\v). Connect v−1αβ to
v−1αγ , v
+1
αγ to v
+1
βγ and v
−1
βγ to v
+1
αβ by geodesics in C(S\v). We now have a loop in C(S\v). Since all curves besides
v in S intersect the subsurface S\v non-trivially we can apply the Bounded Geodesic Image Theorem on [v−1αβ , α1]S
and [α1, v−1αγ ]S to get dC(S\v)(v
−1
αβ , v
−1
αγ ) ≤ 2M . Similarly, dC(S\v)(v+1αγ , v+1βγ ) ≤ 2M and dC(S\v)(v−1βγ , v+1αβ ) ≤ 2M .
Consider the geodesic triangle v+1αβv
−1
αγ v
+1
βγ in C(S\v). We now have the picture in C(S\v) as in Figure 7. By
Theorem 2.3, the inner triangle is 17 centered, call this center z. Combining Theorem 2.3 and Lemma 2.1, the outer
three triangles are 17 ∗ 4-thin. Therefore z is at most 17 ∗ 5 + 2M = 285 away from each of the geodesics in the
hierarchy triangle αβγ whose domain is C(S\v).
This all implies that αβγ is 285-centered at {v, z}.
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Figure 6: Main geodesics of the hierarchy triangle in Case 1.
Figure 7: Here all lines are geodesics in C(S\v). The black solid lines come from the geodesics in C(S\v) in our
original hierarchy triangle αβγ. The pink lines are the geodesics we added, and the blue lines make the inner triangle
(which we also added).
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Figure 8: Main geodesics of the hierarchy triangle in Case 2.
Case 2: Assume that at least two main geodesics share a common curve, but there is no point that all three main
geodesics share the same curve. First assume there is only one such shared curve. Without loss of generality assume
that gαβ and gαγ share the curve v. Then we can consider a new triangle with the main geodesics forming the triangle
vβ1γ1, see Figure 8. This new triangle has no shared curves so is covered by Case 3.
Now assume there is more than one shared curve between the main geodesics. By definition of a geodesic, for any
two main geodesics that share multiple curves, those curves have to show up in each main geodesic in the same order
from either end, therefore we can just take the inner triangle where the edges share no curves and apply Case 3.
Case 3: The argument given for this case is similar to the short cut argument in [MM00]. Assume none of the three
main geodesics, gαβ , gαδ , and gβδ share a curve. By Theorem 2.3 there exists a curve c ∈ C(S) that is distance at most
17 from gαβ , gαγ , and gβγ ; let c be the curve that minimizes the distance from all three main geodesics. Define vαβ to
be the vertex in gαβ which has the least distance to c, and similarly define vαγ and vβγ .
Consider the geodesic [vαβ , c]S and let c0 be the curve adjacent to c in this geodesic. Let v−1∗ be the curve in g∗
that precedes v∗. Now connect {vβγ , v−1βγ } to {c, c0} with a hierarchy. We denote the main geodesic of this hierarchy
as [c, vβγ ]S .
Take a vertex w ∈ [c, vβγ ]S where w is not equal to c or vβγ and let w−1 and w+1 denote the vertices directly
before and after w in [c, vβγ ]S . We want to show that the link connecting w−1 to w+1 in S\w is at most 5M . Assume
dS\w(w−1, w+1) ≥ 5M . Consider the path [w+1, vβγ ]S ∪ [vβγ , β0]S ∪ [β0, vαβ ]S ∪ [vαβ , c]S ∪ [c, w−1]S , where
geodesics are taken to be on g∗ where appropriate. The Bounded Geodesic Image Theorem, and our assumption that
dS\w(w−1, w+1) ≥ 5M , implies that w must be somewhere on the path. w cannot be in [w+1, vβγ ]S , [vβγ , β0]S ,
or [c, w−1]S since that would contradict the fact that they are geodesics or the definition of how we chose c and vβγ .
Therefore, w is in [β0, vαβ ]S or [vαβ , c]S . Without loss of generality assume w ∈ [β0, vαβ ]S . We can apply the same
logic to the path [w+1, vβγ ]S ∪ [vβγ , γ0]S ∪ [γ0, vαγ ]S ∪ [vαγ , c]S ∪ [c, w−1]S . Now w has to be in [vαγ , c]S so that it
doesn’t contradict the fact that the three main geodesic of the triangle αβγ do not share any curves. However, now all
three main geodesics are closer to w than c, which contradicts our choice of c. Therefore, the length of [w−1, w+1]S\w
is at most 5M .
Using a similar argument we can show the geodesic in C(S\vβγ) connecting v−1βγ to the appropriate vertex in
[c, vβγ ]S is ≤ 5M . Now consider the geodesic in C(S\c) connecting c0 to the second vertex, x, of [c, vβγ ]S . Consider
the path [x, vβγ ]S ∪ [vβγ , β0]S ∪ [β0, vαβ ]S ∪ [vαβ , c0]S . c cannot be in anywhere in this path, otherwise it would
contradict how we chose c or v∗. So we can apply the Bounded Geodesic Image Theorem and get that dS\c(c′, x) ≤
4M . Therefore the path from {vβγ , v−1βγ } to {c, c0} in the pants graph is less than or equal to 16(5M) + 5M + 4M .
A similar argument can be made for the other two sides of the triangle αβγ, so {c, c0} can be taken to be a center of
the triangle. Since M ≤ 100 the triangle αβγ is 8, 900-centered at {c, c0}.
Theorem 3.2. For a surface S = S0,5, S1,2, P(S) is 2, 691, 437-thin hyperbolic.
Proof. For x, y ∈ P(S) define L(x, y) to be the collection of hierarchy paths between x and y. These are connected
because each hierarchy path is connected and all contain x and y. By Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 2.1 we have that for
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Figure 9: Pictured here are the main geodesics in the triangle αβγ as in case 3. The colored paths are the ones we
consider when showing that the geodesic between w−1 and w+1 in C(S\w) has length no more than 5M .
all x, y, z ∈ P(S)
L(x, y) ⊂ N4∗8,900(L(x, z) ∪ L(z, y)).
If d(x, y) ≤ 1 then any hierarchy between x and y is just the edge {xy}, so L(x, y) = {x, y}. Thus, both conditions
of Proposition 2.2 are satisfied. Therefore by applying Proposition 2.2 we get P(S) is 2, 691, 437-thin hyperbolic.
4 Relative Hyperbolicity of Pants Graphs Complexity 3
In this section we turn our attention to relative pants graphs and their hyperbolicity constant.
Theorem 4.1. Take S such that ξ(S) = 3. The relative 3-archy triangles in Prel(S) are 6, 191, 300-centered.
Proof. Take three pants decompositions of S, say α = {α0, α1, α2}, β = {β0, β1, β2}, and γ = {γ0, γ1, γ2}. Form
the triangle αβγ such that each edge in the triangle is a relative 3-archy in Prel(S). Let gαβ , gβγ , and gαγ be the three
main geodesics that make up the triangle (which connects α0, β0, and γ0). As before in Theorem 3.1, there are three
cases:
1. All three main geodesics have a curve in common.
2. Any two of the main geodesics share a curve, but not the third.
3. None of the main geodesics have common curves.
For the rest of the proof, note that if v ∈ C(S) is a non-domain separating curve, then S\v has one connected
component with positive complexity, so by abuse of notation, we denote this component as S\v. This means that
every curve in C(S) not equal to v intersects S\v so we can use the Bounded Geodesic Image Theorem on any
geodesic that doesn’t contain v. Take two non-domain separating curve v, w ∈ C(S) such that v and w are disjoint.
Then, because ξ(S) = 3, S\(v ∪w) has one connected component with positive complexity, and again we denote this
component as S\(v ∪ w). Furthermore, every curve in C(S) not equal to v or w intersects S\(v ∪ w), so we may use
the Bounded Geodesic Image Theorem for any geodesic that doesn’t contain v or w.
Whenever a domain separating curve, c, shows up in a relative 3-archy in Prel(S), the section of the relative 3-
archy containing c has length 2. Therefore, when referring to a curve along a geodesic within a relative 3-archy we
9
Figure 10: All lines above represent the main geodesics in C(S\v) which are a part of a hierarchy. The black lines
come from the geodesics in our original relative 3-archy triangle αβγ. The pink lines are the ones we added, and the
blue lines make the inner triangle that reduces to the case covered by Theorem 3.1.
will assume it is non-domain separating since this type of curve adds the most length to the relative 3-archy. This also
just makes the proof cleaner.
Case 1: Let v be a vertex where all three main geodesics intersect. If v is a domain separating curve then each
edge of the triangle αβγ contains the point pv , so the triangle is 0-centered. Now assume v is not a domain separating
curve. Let v−1αβ and v
+1
αβ be the curves that are directly before and after v on gαβ . Similarly define v
−1
αγ , v
+1
αγ , v
−1
βγ ,
and v+1βγ . Consider the geodesics associated with v in each relative 3-archy edge; in other words, all geodesics in the
relative 3-archy that contribute to defining the path where v is a part of every pants decomposition.
Let xαβ be the curve in [v−1αβ , v
+1
αβ ]S\v that is adjacent to v
−1
αβ ; similarly define xαγ . Now connect {v−1αβ , xαβ} to
{v−1αγ , xαγ} with a hierarchy in P(S\v). Note, to make our notation cleaner, we will refer to this as the hierarchy
between v−1αβ and v
−1
αγ ; similarly later on we won’t necessarily specify the second curve. By the Bounded Geodesic
Image Theorem the geodesic connecting v−1αβ and v
−1
αγ in C(S\v) has length at most 2M . Now consider any curve,
w, in the geodesic [v−1αβ , v
−1
αγ ]S\v contained in the hierarchy connecting {v−1αβ , xαβ} to {v−1αγ , xαγ}. Assume w is not
a domain separating curve in S and let w−1 and w+1 be the two curves before and after w on [v−1αβ , v
−1
αγ ]S\v . Then
the geodesic connecting w−1 to w+1 in C(S\(v ∪ w)) has length at most 4M by using the Bounded Geodesic Image
Theorem on [w−1, v−1αβ ]S\v ∪ [v−1αβ , α0]S ∪ [α0, v−1αγ ]S ∪ [v−1αγ , w+1]S\v; note w cannot be on this path because w is
distance 1 from v, so if it was anywhere in the path it would be violating the assumption that we have geodesics.
Therefore the hierarchy between v−1αβ and v
−1
αγ has length at most 8M
2. Similarly the hierarchies between v+1αγ and
v+1βγ , and v
+1
αβ and v
−1
βγ have length less than 8M
2.
Now, make a hierarchy triangle v+1αβv
−1
αγ v
+1
βγ in P(S\v), see Figure 10 for how this fits in with above. By Theorem
3.1, v+1αβv
−1
αγ v
+1
βγ in P(S\v) is 8, 900 centered, call the point at the center z. Then by Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 2.1, the
hierarchy triangles v+1αβv
−1
αβv
−1
αγ , v
−1
βγ v
+1
βγ v
+1
αγ , and v
−1
αγ v
+1
αγ v
+1
βγ are 35, 600 thin. Therefore z is at most 124, 500 away
from each [v+1∗ , v
−1
∗ ]S\v . This implies that {z, v} is at most 124, 500-centered in the relative 3-archy triangle αβγ.
Case 2: For the same reasons as in Theorem 3.1 case 2, this case can be reduced to case 3.
Case 3: This proceeds with the same strategy as in case 3 of Theorem 3.1. By Theorem 2.3, we know the triangle
of main geodesics, gαβgβγgαγ in C(S) is 17-centered. Let c be the curve that is at the center of this triangle. Connect
c to gαβ , gβγ , and gαγ with a geodesic in C(S). Define vαβ to be the vertex in gαβ which is the least distance to c, and
similarly define vαγ and vβγ .
Let c0 be the curve directly preceding c in [vαβ , c]S and let c−1 be the curve directly preceding c0. Consider a
geodesic in C(S\c0) which connects c−1 to c, define c1 to be the curve directly preceding c in this geodesic. We will
show {c, c0, c1} is a center of our relative 3-archy triangle αβγ.
Let v−1βγ be the curve before vβγ in gβγ and v
′
βγ be the curve adjacent to vβγ in the geodesic contained in the
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relative 3-archy connecting β to γ whose domain is C(S\v−1βγ ). Now connect {vβγ , v−1βγ , v′βγ} to {c, c0, c1} with a
relative 3-archy, H . Our goal is to bound the length of H .
Using the exact argument as in Theorem 3.1 case 3, for each w ∈ [c, vβγ ]S which is non-separating, the geodesic
in H whose domain is C(S\w) has length no more than 5M . Let w−1 and w+1 be the curves before and after w in
[c, vβγ ]S and let [w−1, w+1]S\w be the geodesic coming from H . Take z ∈ [w−1, w+1]S\w and consider the geodesic
in H with domain C(S\(w ∪ z)). Define z−1 and z+1 to be the curves before and after z on [w−1, w+1]S\w. We will
show [z−1, z+1]S\(w∪z) has length at most 7M . Assume towards a contradiction that the length of [z−1, z+1]S\(w∪z)
is greater than 7M . Then the path [z+1, w+1]S\w ∪ [w+1, vβγ ]S ∪ [vβγ , γ0]S ∪ [γ0, vαγ ]S ∪ [vαγ , c]S ∪ [c, w−1]S ∪
[w−1, z−1]S\w must contain z or w somewhere, otherwise by the Bounded Geodesic Image Theorem using this path
we would get that the length of [z−1, z+1]S\(w∪z) is at most 7M . Since w and z are distance 1 apart, it doesn’t matter
which one shows up in the path because we eventually will arise at the same contradiction. Thus, without loss of
generality we assume z is in the path (and all other paths considered for this argument). Then z must be in [γ0, vαγ ]S
or [vαγ , c]S , otherwise there would be a contradiction with the definition of a geodesic or the definition of c or vβγ
Without loss of generality assume z ∈ [γ0, vαγ ]S . Similarly the path [z+1, w+1]S\w ∪ [w+1, vβγ ]S ∪ [vβγ , β0]S ∪
[β0, vαβ ]S ∪ [vαβ , c]S ∪ [c, w−1]S ∪ [w−1, z−1]S\w must contain z. Again, the only place z could be, without yielding
a contradiction, is in [vαβ , c]S . However even here, since z is adjacent to w, w is strictly closer than c to the three main
geodesics of αβγ which contradicts our choice of c. Therefore, the length of [z−1, z+1]S\(w∪z) is at most 7M . Now
all that’s left to bound is the beginning and end geodesics, i.e. the ones associated to c and vβγ .
Let y be the curve adjacent to vβγ in [c, vβγ ]S and let y′ be the curve adjacent to vβγ in the geodesic contained in
H whose domain is C(S\y). Then the very beginning part of H is the hierarchy connecting {y, y′} to {v−1βγ , v′βγ} in
S\vβγ . We will first bound the length of the geodesic [y, v−1βγ ]S\vβγ . Assume that the length is more than 5M . Then
the path [v−1βγ , β0]S ∪ [β0, vαβ ]S ∪ [vαβ , c]S ∪ [c, y]S has to contain vβγ . By our assumption that the main geodesics
on the triangle αβγ don’t intersect, the only part of the path that vβγ could be on without forming a contraction would
be [vαγ , c]S . The same is true of the path [v−1βγ , β0]S ∪ [β0, α0]S ∪ [α0, vαγ ]S ∪ [vαγ , c]S ∪ [c, y]S , where vβγ would
have to be in [vαγ , c]S . However, then we could take vβγ to be the center of the main geodesic triangle which would
give strictly smaller lengths to each of the sides, contradicting our choice of c. Therefore, [y, v−1βγ ]S\vβγ has length at
most 5M.
Now take w ∈ [y, v−1βγ ]S\vβγ and let w−1 and w+1 be the curves that come directly before and after w in
[y, v−1βγ ]S\vβγ . We want to bound the length of [w
−1, w+1]S\(vβγ∪w). Assume the length is greater than 7M . Then the
path [w+1, v−1βγ ]S\vβγ ∪ [v−1βγ , β0]S ∪ [β0, vαβ ]S ∪ [vαβ , c]S ∪ [c, y]S ∪ [y, w−1]S\vβγ must contain w or vβγ . The only
two places this could happen without raising a contradiction is in [β0, vαβ ]S or [vαβ , c]S . Again, whether we assume
w or vβγ is in the path doesn’t matter since we will arrive at the same contradiction, hence we can assume without
loss of generality w is always on the path. Therefore, assume w ∈ [vαβ , c]S . Similarly, w is contained in the path
[w+1, v−1βγ ]S\vβγ ∪ [v−1βγ , v+1βγ ]S\vβγ ∪ [v+1βγ , γ0]∪ [γ0, vαγ ]S ∪ [vαγ , c]S ∪ [c, y]S ∪ [y, w−1]S\vβγ , where w ∈ [γ0, vαγ ]S
since anywhere else in the path would lead to a contradiction as explained previously. Note if w ∈ [vαγ , c]S then
since w is disjoint from vβγ and that w ∈ [vαβ , c]S , we could make a shorter path to each of the three sides on
the main geodesic triangle and then vβγ would be the center of the triangle, contradicting our choice of c. The path
[w+1, v−1βγ ]S\vβγ ∪ [v−1βγ , β0]S∪ [β0, α0]S∪ [α0, vαγ ]S∪ [vαγ , c]S∪ [c, y]S∪ [y, w−1]S\vβγ has to contain w as well. No
matter where w is on this path is creates a contradiction - either with the definition of c, with the we have a geodesic,
or with the assumption the main geodesics do not share any curves. Consequently, [w−1, w+1]S\(vβγ∪w) must have
length at most 7M . Note that this argument also works when w = y or w = v−1βγ , which gives a length bound on the
geodesic in H whose domain is C(S\(vβγ ∪ y)) or C(S\(vβγ ∪ v−1βγ )), respectively.
Let x be the curve adjacent to c in [vβγ , c]S and x′ be the last curve adjacent to c in the geodesic from the hierarchy
whose domain is C(S\x). First, the geodesic [c0, x]S\c has length no more than 4M by the Bounded Geodesic Image
Theorem applied to [c0, vαβ ]S∪ [vαβ , β0]S∪ [β0, vβγ ]S∪ [vβγ , x]S , which doesn’t contain c because if it did we would
get a contradiction on the definition of c. Now take any curve w ∈ [c0, x]S\c and define w−1 and w+1 as before. Then
the path [w+1, x]S\c ∪ [x, vβγ ]S ∪ [vβγ , β0]S ∪ [β0, vαβ ]S ∪ [vαβ , c0]S ∪ [c0, w−1]S\c cannot contain w because w
is adjacent to c so if any geodesic making up the path contained w it would either contradict that it is a geodesic
or that c is minimal distance from the main geodesics of the triangle αβγ. Hence, applying the Bounded Geodesic
Image Theorem to the path we get that [w−1, w+1]S\(c∪w) has length no more than 6M . This leaves bounding the
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lengths of the geodesics connecting c1 to the second vertex of [c0, x]S\c and x′ to the penultimate vertex of [c0, x]S\c.
By a similar argument using the Bounded Geodesic Image Theorem each of these geodesics have length at most
6M . Therefore, putting all the length bounds together we get that the relative 3-archy connecting {vβγ , v−1βγ , v′βγ} to
{c, c0, c1} has length at most 16 ∗ 5M ∗ 7M + (4M − 1) ∗ 6M + 12M + (5M + 1) ∗ 7M = 6, 191, 300
Similarly {c, c0, c1} is length at most 6, 191, 300 from the other two sides of the triangle αβγ. Therefore, the
relative 3-archy triangle αβγ is 6, 191, 300-centered.
Theorem 4.2. For a surface S such that ξ(S) = 3, Prel(S) is 1, 607, 425, 314-thin hyperbolic.
Proof. For x, y ∈ Prel(S) define L(x, y) to be the collection of relative 3-archy paths between x and y. These are
connected because each relative 3-archy path is connected and all the relative 3-archies in L(x, y) contain x and y. By
Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 2.1 we have that for all x, y, z ∈ Prel(S)
L(x, y) ⊂ N4∗6,191,300(L(x, z) ∪ L(z, y)).
If d(x, y) ≤ 1 then any relative 3-archy between x and y is just the edge {xy}, so L(x, y) = {x, y}. We now have both
conditions of Proposition 2.2 satisfied. Therefore by applying Proposition 2.2 we get that Prel(S) is 1, 607, 425, 314-
thin hyperbolic.
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